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INTRODUCTION/RESEARCH ISSUES

This report dt;Mmarizes the findings from an 18-m9nth study qr state

education agency activities to coordinate programs fo Children iind youth.

The incentives and disincentives to coordination and 1nteragen4 cooperation

at the state level were investigated, as well as how federal i tiativep

and recent fiscal strains affected these activities. Based onla review of
,1

the theoretical and research literature on coordination and fijscal stress,

a number of questions and,hypotheses were developed. The re$ arch efforty ,

and data collection focused on.the
11

inllowing questiOns., Fir , how much

. t I...

coordination currently exists,?. A4-p there any state level vaiiables that'.
: -4

., >f
explain differences between states in theetent to which the SEA works

II

with other agenclies, or in the extent to which state and federal programs

are coordinated? 54-cond, does, the level ofresources have an impact on
'..

,
I

the allount ofoor48nation'taking place? DOes coordiAation Aecline or
--.

4
. ,

diminish when funds-die cut? Does SEA o cuts parallel

that predicted froin modelseqf general purpose, governM:ents responses to fiscal

.-. .41.,

stress?, A,third.major queston is what is the 1001 'impact Of.coordination?
.,

. 4-

Does administrati e coor!nation at the/state e ciVe1 impinge n school
/ \;

district operati, are they aware of state eragency agreements? When

coordination increaSes or declines, do servich4 change or is the impact
...

primarily administrativeaccounting procednVei, recordkeeping application

formsand not in ifhe classroom? To guide'ihe research, the following-

hypotheees were suggested by our synthesiSof the theoretical and conceptual

literaturel'

1. The bureaucratic isolation of the stat ducation agency

parallels its political SeparationL.
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A barrier to coordination has been the Well-developed
ideology and entrenched political processes that have
separated educational government from general government.
The separate election of state superintendents of educa-
tion, for example, frequently means these incumbents are
not attuned to bureaucratic politics within the executive
agencies. The SEA is consequently isolated from the larger
social policy group in the state.

2. Very little coordination exists that requires interagency
agreements. ,

3. Existing-interagency cooAination is almost always a result
of federal requirements or special demonstration protects
rather,them originating out of ongoing operations.

4. Without extra funds or increasing funds, coordination and
interagency agreements fall apart.

Coordination is basically an administrative vehicle for
the allocatt7 of resources.

5. The funding sources and mix of these sources is less
important to coordination than whether the level of
resources is going up or down.

6. As eduCation funds decline, coordination among programs
within education will decline, while efforts may be made
to increase interagency coordination as part of burden-
shifting strategies.

7. When cuts in the budgets of functional:agencies other than
education are more severe (or their budgets decline and
education doesn't), then programs for services in the
schools will-be cut by t,ese agencies first.

Interagencv agreementa.will4be terminated because these
programs do not serve the main clients and are regarded as
ancillary both by other agencies and the SEAs.

8. Where coordination exists among programs within education,
resource.,declines may have less impact On services.-

,
44

Coordinated programs way protect servides, but this will
depehd'on whether both federal and-state revenues are
declining.

9. Where all programe-within education are cut equally, there
will be an incentive to continue coordination so that
savings can be shared.

10. Where programs receive differential cuts, the incentives-
will favor competition.



11. Much of the coordinative actiVity at the SEA level has
little impact on service delivery.: within department
coordination is frequently achninistrative with no attempt
to change service delivery patterns within school districts:'
interagency relailenships result in fransferring functions
so that it is not perceived As coordination at the local
level.

-

_12. Local school districts seldom take the initiative in.
coordination: within education, various special program
requirements are.seen as state and/or federal responsi-
bilities, while with respect to other service agehcies,
these programs are usually not locally administered.

In order to explore the first question of the extent of current coordi-

nation efforts, a.review of information frOm all fifty states was undertaker*.

A

TheluisicAata collection strategy to explore the other questions and

hypOtheses described above wasiomparative case studies. While hypotheses

coUad not be fully specified and tested, the systematic comparison of four-

cases allowed us fo exaMine key variables andrelationships identified by
#

the research design. At the same time,, the case studies provided the flexi-

bility to explore new factors and alternative explanations. The primary

source of information for the case studies was the data gathered from inten-

sive interViews wit)* key actora in each of the four states.

With only four cases, complicated selection procedures were not called

for. We selected sites that would provide variation on the extent of coordi-

nation within education and betweeneducation and other service areas. Other

characteristils that we attempted to vary among the sites included the exis-

,

tence of a general interagency coordinating unit, size of student population,

selection method for CSSO, fiscal measures, and two iddices of educational

policy-making-centralization and innovation. The four sites selected on

these bases were Pennsylvania, Colorado, California, and Washington. The

rest of this report summarizes the findings from these four cases and

presents conclusions about state education agency coordination efforts.



SUMMARY

Fiscal Conditions

As is true for the country as,a whole, the fiscal conditions in the

- four case study states--Pensylvania, Colorado, Washington and California--

have not been good, although considerable variation emerged among the four

sites. Washington is at one extreme;.a severe recession in the basic indua-

tries on which the state depends has led to major shortfalls in state

revenues and a ilkoposed 8.2% further reduction across-the-board in depart-r,

mental budgeta,.; California, for the first time,'has begun to experience

similar if less severe fiscal constraints. In the current fiscal year,

state spending increased by a very small aMount (41/2%) and agency operating

budgets were actually cut by 2%. In Pennyslvania, unused surplus funds were

still available to balance the state budget. State agency budget increases

werenot,however,sufficientto keep pace with inflation. Even-in Colorado,

where increases averaged 3-5% and an overall budget surplus existed, state

agencies felt a fiscal pinch because of expenditure limit legislation and

rising inflation.

If we lOok specifically at education funding, however, a somewhat

diTferent picture presents itself, particularly as compared with other human

services involved in coOrdinative efforts. In all four states, as is true

generelly, education receives the lion's share of state own source reVenues/

general fund budgets. Elementary and secondary education alone comprised

31% (California) to'43% (Colorado) of state expenditures, while all other

social and health services combined seldom reached as high as 113 of the
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budget and amounted to less than 25 lorado. Washington,was the only

state in which there ,was an absolute cut in education aid, however it was

reduced only 2% while other depatMents experienced reductions over 10% in

some cases. Washington also combined a variety of state categorical educe-
.

tion programa into a single state block and,reduced the overall total some-

what. However, state *mending for special education.was up more than 15%.

Thus there has been a conSiderable contrast between the impact of fiscal

condiaons on education and other human services. California provides some-

-thing of a contras. Aoth,Proposition 13 and the state bailout measures,had

resulted in greater state expenditures in virtually every human services

area with state education spenting increasing even more than others because

of school finance reform. However, in the current fiscal year, education

recelv.ed a smaller increase in appropriations than other health and welfare

7* programs. Yet within education, state compendatory program funding Ocreased

by a sizeable amount (12Z) and special education also increased.- In both

Colorado and Pennsylvania there were fewer differences between departments;

in both states, educarion exPendit.ures rose by about 52 overall; with other

departments increasing slightly less. In both states, the general peree5t1on

was that all human services agencies shared equally in the fiscal crunch,

although specialeducation did stand out in these states as well, receiving

a greater increase than the overall average.

The four states also variecre greatsdeal on the extent to which the

state shoulders the burden for the total costs of elementary/secondary

education. While all four share a commitment to at least the rhetoric of



local control, there was a big difference in the percentage of,total K-12

revenues from state sources. 4In Colorado and Pennsylvania, the state share

is lass than balf--approximately 42% in Colorado, 40% in Peginsylvania. In

both-Washington and California, on the other hand, school finance reform

Cases and otber issueS.have led to the state assuming most of the total

costs--76% in Washington and 79% in California. It should be noted, however,

that the state- share of total expenditures appears to have little relation-

ship to the proportional size of the state education bureaucracy. SEA size

appears to'be much.more a function of-overall state population with Very

small Staff in Colorado andrWashington and a much larger administrative

organization in California-and Pennsylvania.
?

Coordination Among EducatiOn Programs

Of the four states.studied, only California has put major emphasis on

internal coordination. However, each of the other three state departments

of education hax4,made some efforts in this direction. Generally, internal

coordination among education programs is usually linked to school improvement

and/or general-planning processes at the local dIstrict or individual school

level. State agency staff activities emphasize technical assistance efforts

to smooth the way. In California, the effort is a major one, involving an

entire division of state staff (Consolidated Programs) that reviews local

district-and individual school plans, provides feedback end conducts site

visits to review progress--all in an effort to provide a context and proce-

dures for coordination at the local level. In Colorado, the focus has been

on encouraging the integration of a few programs at the local level throygh

the School Improvement planning process. Educational program coordination

has also been encouraged at the district level in Washington and Pennsylvania,
,

but in both states the SEA has made less effort to establish specific
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procedures or develop a framework or mechanisms within which the program

caordination might be accomplished. The state role has been focused

primarily On regulatory issues ahd clarifying particular regulations if

locals chose to coordinate separate categorical programs. Thus, for example,

the Washington Department of Public Instruction developed a set of policies

to deal with the "interface" between separate categorical programs, while

Pennsylvania's-Office of Policy Management performs a "central clearance"

function for separate program regulations review. In none of the four

states has much effort or Concern been directed to formal communications

Amechanisms among program units at the state level. Even in the case of the

two major federal categorical programs--P.L. 94-142 funds for education of

the handicapped and Title I funds for compensatory education, few relation-
.

Ships have been formalized at the state level. Although there is a poten-

tial for service and client overlap, this has not been a major issue in any

of the four states. _In each, some effort had been made to clarify the eligi-

bility Of students for each program's services and under what conditions

students could be served by both, but beyond this clarification of responsi-_

bilities, ongoing, joint activities were not considered by progtam staff at

the state level. h

Three of the four states in our study have also taken some steps in the

direction of consolidation of state categorical funds, as perhaps an alter-

native tg or further step in integrating programs at the local level.

Pennsylvania has never emphasized categorical funding and recently elimi-

nated the urban aid factor in its basic aid formula which had provided'addi-

tional funds to the Philadelphia school district for'compensatory programs.

California has passed legislation that allows the complete integration of

eleven sources of funds at the schoOl level, Ancluding the waiver of various
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requirements for advisory councils and Separate accounting procedures. 'In

Washington, the state actually transformed a variety of formerly categorical

state programs into a state block for "special needs" children, allowing

local school districts to decide which programs to fund an approach very

similar to the new federal block--Chaptei Two.

As might have been expected, the main difficulty these four states

encountered in adjusting to the new federal consolidated programs was with

the elimination of ESAA, which provided large amoUnts of money to a few

districts. In two of the four states, an effort was made to provide some

special relief to former ESAA districts. Washington provided a special

set-aside for desegregating districts and California used a'special formula

to phase out ESAA funding over a two yeAr period. Because the federal

legislation made it clear that states could not specify how districts allo-

cated the funds among programs, states were able to divert or deflect

special interests from any strenuous lobbying efforts at the state

Interagency Coordination

The four case study states provided illustrations of different types of

formal human services policy coordinating bodies. Pennsylvania and Colorado

have Similar mechdnisms, really subcabinet groups, formed by the respective

'Governors to bring the human services agencies together. These committees

have functioned less to develop joint activities and shared actions than to

provide a forum for communications with and access to the Governor. In both

states, where the.atate education departbent was involved in interagency

C--
agreements, these'shared efforts arose independent from the formal body. In

Pennsylvania, the Human Resources Commission acted as an informationshar-
e. ,

ing forum and to some extent, a PR mechanism for the Governor, The Colorado

Council did serve as a means for the Governor's initiation of policy



proposals that covered more than two agencies. The four cases do make 44ar

that these formal groups only work when the Governor is involved and where

multincy concerns are at stake. The experiences in California, at least,

point in this direction. Wiihout tOpexecutive branch invofVement ihe ill-

fitted "Master Plan" and eVen the legislatively mandated coordination func-

tion of the Governor's planning office have had littleeffect.

'The general enthusiasm for interagency efforts also varied considerably

among the foui cases. Pennsylvania state education personnel tended to view

coordination activities as a burden rather than an opportunity, while in

Washington it seemed somewhat irrelevant giyen the extent to whicb actual

arrangements were left up to local scbool districts. Colorado's Superinten-

dent and most staff appeared to be unusual in their enthusiastic support for

anti initiatives to develop joint activities with other human service agen-
,

Cita. California, in turn, refleCted 'all of these perspectives, depending

on which programs/agencies and education staff were involved.

Three types of interagency agreements occurred in the four cases:

1) agreements about prograwstandards--promises to adopt common criteria for

providing services; 2) agreements about the allocation of resources; apd

3) process and activity agreements--promises about uniform prbcesses, forms

and activities by agencies. By far the most common were agreements,about

seandards and delineation of prograt criteria and responsibilities. Ln all

four states, the most prevalent area for interagency agreements was issuea

related to the services provided to handicapped children. The impetus for

these activities was the federal mandate to education in P.L. 94-142 and

related push from the federal level for interagency agreements. Thesedagree-

-manta concerning special education tended to be of two types--those thiat

divided up the responsibilities by clarifying which agency provided services

',4411
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1.

and which determined.eligibflity and those that a change in fiecal
1

responsibilities. As might have been expected becanse-of the P.L. 94-142

mandate, some efforts to shift all the fiscal burden for certaih-services tO

the educationAgency did take place:. In theie situations, negotiating agree-

'mente tended'to be more difficult. In both PennsylVania and California,

special eduCation directors felt the federal legislation ',faded serious

burden's oiedu6ktion and Lade the process of developing interagency agree-
-

ments more dif4Cu1t. 'They, felt that placing the legal responsibility with

,. the education syitem allowed other agencies an opportunityto unfairly

abandon their own fiscal and service responsibilities. Interestingly, these

are also.the two larger states thit tended to have more triditional and

bureaucratic patterns.of relatio3gip among stdte-level agencies. Apparently,

the federal legislation was less ofea-burden for developing inteidgency

agreements related to spccial education in Colorado and Washington. 'These

two states illustrate two other patterns for special education coordination

activities. In Colorado", the state staff, has actively'sought out other

agencies,and been willing t9.asspUZue.iore.of the costs in order to go beyond

a Clarification of standards to the development of joint activities and

services. Washington, on'the other-bancli'spelled ot* little,at the state

'

level but assumed fiscal responsibilities and allowed individual local

districts to establish their own agreements and arrangements for services

to handicapped children.

The other substantive policy areas in'which interagency coordination

efforts took place varied across the four states. Some agreements with the

state health authorities seemed OD be commonplace, usually because the health

department needed,Itu uA the school AysteM to achieve health-related goals.
4

The education agency did take the initiative in two of,the states when public
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CattentiOn focuseeon a particular*issue--teenage drug and Alcodbl abuse and

I(

.

prevention programs in the;schools. Prior*to the public Outcry, however,

'neither state education.agency had pla9ed much priority on cooperation with

health departments to itomote such -programs.

HYPOTHESES REVISITED

This section reviews some of the hypotheses with which we began this

tetearch and suggests revisions or expansions based on the case study

analyses. ,The first hypothesls'suggested.that the separate election of
,

chief state school officers and their resulting political isolatibn contri-

buted to the difficultlei of education agencies in coOrdinating with other

state human services prqgrams. The initial ielephone survey foundino rela-

tionship between method of selection of the CSSO and interagency adtivity

and this seems confirmed-by the case studies. California does provide an

example where the independence of the Superintendent apparently made it more

difficult to work with other human services agencies, particularly in rela-

tions with the state legislature. Yet, even in California, legislative
. .

coalitions could be achieved as was evidenced bi the coordinating committee

bn youth employment initiated by vocational education. It dppeared from the

California experiences that the independence of the SEA.made negotiation of

interagency agreements that reallocated repources particularly difficult.

Because education did not come within the purview of the Governor's financial

control, these fiscal ,issues frequently got taken to the legislative arena

for resolution. On the other and, Washington provided op opposite example.

The Superintendeneis separately elected; nevertheless, the SEA has worked

closely with the'Department of SociA and Health Services, and even; in a

recent instance, developed a joint position on legislation cOncerni4 the

operation of state schools and each departmenei.respective fiscal

PI
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responSibiIity.

Perhaps.one of the pattefns that emerges'concerns less the deparation

of-education within the executive branch and more the impact of executive/

-

lekisIative branch splits on COOrdination efforts among state agenCies. In

Colorado, for example, there was a Democratic Governor and Republican legis-

,
lature, and even though the Superintendent of Education' was separately

appointed by'the state boiird, the need to develop a common front in facing

a hostile legislature wag a strong impetils for joint rts and agreements

between the SEA and other state.agencies.

Another related hypothesis was that the impetus for coordination was

more likely to be found in external pressures, federal requiremen#S or regu-

lations and/or special funds for coordination, rather than in every day

operations. This did seem to be the case in the four states we studied.

Rowever, another external motivation was present in4three of the four cases.

In these states, the,state_legislature initiated coordination efforts, and

puShed state agencies to Work together because of concerns about rising costs.

In Colorado and Calgorniai the escalating costs of special education and

the legislature's worry that handicapped children were being counted twice

fOr services received once provided'an impetus for agency agreements an

fiscal and service responsibilities. In Washington, a similar example was

the-legislature's mposals with respect to the operation of state schools
-

for the Blind and Deaf--:' Anotheexternal impetus that sometimes brought

agencies together was public concern about.some problem in the schools, such

as teenage drug and alcohol abuse. In Colorado.and Pennsylvania, this

pushed the SEA into initiating interagency efforts that had previously

languished fly- lack of interest. Where coordination has arisep out of on-

going operations, it appeared that other human services agencies were more
V

4-r

IV
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jiike/y to initiate efforts than the education bureaucracy. The pattern Was

illustrated by the typical relationships between health agencies and the SEA;

,1

in most of the casei, the health department needed tOmork through the school '

system to Iccomplish its objectives and provided funds and most of-the effort,

witireducation permitting activities and prtividing suppoit.

A series of hypotheses developed from the literature reviews were

related to the impact of he level of resources and fiscal situatiori of agen-
.

cies on-interagenty coordination. No clear cut pattern with respect to this

issue emerged from the case Studies. We did find that perCeptions about

other agencies' funding had more relevance than eat* dollar amounté or

proportional cuts or increases. Overall; education was not feeling a serious

pinch in any of the four states, despite major Shortfalls in two of the four.

On'the other hand, education was not funded significantly differently than

other human services functions in any state except Washington.- In Washington, .

other-agencies were cutback much more, yet ongoing coordinatiVe relationihips

continued.

Relative funding levels seemed io be ap important Vector in only one

area--special education and related services. Special education costs'have

been growing.at a greater rate than most other education programs or other

r-

human serviCes agency budgets: That fact combined with fedeial legislation

which gavethe legal responsibility to the-education system to provide

services to handicapped children did result in other agency efforts to shift
.

the cbste and frequently even service provision responsibilities to the

schools, making coordination more difficult. This was, however, to a consid- r-'t

erable extent,.counteracted by the growing concern within state legislatures

to stem theitide of increasing costs for the handicapped. As noted above,

this led to legislative pressure on agencies to reach agreements on fiscal
4



and service responsibilities. It is interesting to note, however, that the

tsio states where special education unie felt the federal mandate had created

seilous problems because of other agenci1p efforts,to shift *urdens were also

the two states (Pennsylvania and Cilifor a) where special eduCation funding 14.

was not rising significantly faster 4haneducation or other human services

generally.
if

In tile fobi,statda we studied, whether speci:al education 'or other
#v

program areas were invalved, interagency agreements have not been administra-

aye vehicles for the'alloCation of resources,ae we originally suggested.,y

Funding isspes.are the most,difficult to resnlVe and were frequently ignored.
,

Instead, the moat common pattern was for interagency agreements to present ,

,

specific and careful descriptions of each agency'S sePaiate responsibilities,

to avoid getting in eaCh others' way. .Coordination yas quite often viewed

as a way to resolve problems of interference in eacb other's operationsn9
a

problems, no efforts to coordinateor interagency agreements. Interagency
.

4'coordination that actually established shared procedures and joint activittes

was very rare.

A somewhat different picture prevailed with respect tO coordination among

programs within the education arena. Where such efforts ekisted, 'they,seemed
_

to be motivated by a genuine concern for increasiv the qualitrof services
OF

and improving the use of-existing resources. SEA efforts were directed

towards allowing local districts and,even individual Schoqs to integrite

programs in order to improve the entire educational offering., This s just

the opposite of the fOcus on separate tesponsibilities and functions in the

interagency area. California and Wasbington had made the most ektensive

efforts in this direction. In California, fiscal iasues were kept totally

separate from program coordination' within the Consolidated Programs division.
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The next step, to merge funding streams,- was recently also established as an

option in Cal12ôia. ,This Consolidattgh was accomplished statew e in

Washington with the passage of a state block grant for "special needs"

children. In both cases, integration'or consolidation efforts encompassed

state categorical programs only. It' Colorado, some success haa been achieved

in cocirdinating several imall federal funding sources, but in thii Case,

'state prodtims were not included. This may not be surprising, but 'it

certainly reconfirms the view that federal program requirements frequently

make joint effortsodifficult to accomplish. Even in California, where Title

I-was.included ill the consolidated programa, fedeial regulations necessitated

'keeping accounting procedures-, advisory groups and reportingAnocedures

separated.
elm

In the original list oUhypotheses, a final serir were rekated to the
-v

nature of state agency vs. local school district roles in coordination

'efforts. While the case study investigations did not focus on local school

district operations, the research dieprovide some information on local

initiatives with other agencies and 'the impact of state interagency, aeree-

'1 ments on local schools. The patterns In the four cases clearly Alg8 est that
.,, c....-

,

real coordination-utast be locally arranged. That is, interagency agreements

developed at the state level cannot usually,spell out the details for shared

activities and processes. The SEA role in this'type of coordination was to

establish a framework for joint activities through the interagency agreements

wOrked out at the statt level. The SEA's it the four states varied widely

in the extent of their efforts to establish uniform mechanisms through which

local districts could pursue coordination. These ranged from the elaborate

procedures in Colorado, including statewidemeetings of local staff from

education and other human sprvides agencies, to Washington's laissez faire.
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approach, where no procedures were specified, and local districts-allowed to

work out arrangements on their own with local institutions and other service

providers within their boundaries. The four states also varied in the extent

to which other human services agencies had some degree of local independence.

Even within one state, the organizational structure might vary between child

welfare and mental health, with one county-administered and another program

state-administered, so that no single pattern emerged for all Services::: *The

merall impression, however, was that while"states can effectively serve to

assist and facilitate interagency coordination, it has to be impleMented at

the local level. State variablep may not be relevant for examining patterns
A

of interagency coordination gi en the variation within states among local

0
school districts and between the administraeive Iierachies of different

human services_agencies. ,
t

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS C
.L

.-

,
I

IThis study began with e focus on three research questions: I

I

I

I

o How' much coordination durrently exists?
1

, -
I

.
,

o Does the level of resources'have an impact on the amount of !,

coordination taking place?
.

,

o What is the localimpact of state coordination efforts? I

1

,

As we have seen,,across the fifty states, very little coordination exIsts 1

I

I

,
I

between education and other state agenCies providing human services. Caordi-
,

,

I

I

netiop efforts among programs withimeducation agefties als6 appear to be

minima1. Eve% in the four case study states Selected because of their coor- 1

dination activities, less was going on than might have been expected. In

some states, their small size enabled,them to communicate infaimally, so that .

the lack af fOrmal akreements was somewhat deceiving. In the larger states,

coordination appeared to be more difficult to accomplish at all. To a
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considerable extent, the picture is of State education agencies that remsizi

isolated from the politics of the social policy arena and seldom build a

united front with other human services agencies.

The second question'proved difficult to anawer because of the lack of

fiscal stress felt by state education agenc

r
s, even in states such as

1

Washington and California where the general state financial picture was

quite bleak,: However, it would appear that 4 level of resources alone

was not a sufficient guide to-the behavior of agencies involved ia/coordi-
p. .

,

nation efforts. In none of the four cases fid declining resources provide

1

a spur .to agency initiatives for coordination. On the other hand,.overall

revenue shortfalls and concerns about escalating costs did provide the
i

impetus for state-legislaturep to plish ageacies in the direction of greater

coordination. The fiscal stress models remain more appropriate for examin-
,

ing tihe responses_of general purpose units (4 government than of bufeaucratic

i
units. It aid appear that efforts to cut joint programs or activities or to

-shift costs or services to other agencies were leas common than might have

been anticipated* even in the special education arena where other agencies

had a legal mandate to point to.

Finally, it seems clear that formal agreements at the state level,

regardless of their substance; do not determine the extent'of joint activi-

ties at the local level:. Even in the two states where the major share ot

funds came from state sourcee, state agencies could only set the stage for

local coordination efforts, not spetify or determine its extent. The state

department can, however, make a differenCe by theamount of techpical assis-
-4

tance, guidance and 'general encouragement it provides to.local districts

in coordination efforts with other agencies. SEAs' can use interagency

,aveements to establish working relationship's between local offices of social
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and health service agencies and local school districts. Where they do so,

the SEA efforts are likely,to have an impact on local,operations. Where

interagency'agreements are developed at the state level with little or no

follow-up or assistance to local districts, local schools may at even be

aware of SEA efforts.


